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Rainmaker Partners Ltd Website Disclaimer / Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Please read these terms & conditions (“Terms”) before proceeding as they explain the legal framework for the                 
information on this website. By accessing this website you are deemed to have read and accepted these Terms and it is your                      
responsibility to be aware of, and to observe, the applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Rainmaker                  
Partners Ltd reserves the right to modify these Terms at any time. 

 
2. In the United Kingdom, Rainmaker Partners is the trading name of Rainmaker Partners Ltd, a limited liability 
company registered in England and Wales with registered number 09532555 and VAT number 219928082 and registered office 
address at 20-22 Wenlock Road, London, N1 7GU, United Kingdom. 

 
Copyright and Trademarks 
3. Unless otherwise stated, all rights in any information which appears on this site (including the screen displays, the                  
content, the text, graphics and look and feel of the site) belong to Rainmaker Partners Ltd or our licensors. 

 
4. Unless specifically prohibited by a notice published on any page, you may download and/or print a copy of such parts                    
of the pages of the site as you may reasonably require for your own personal non-commercial use only, provided that any copy                      
has attached to it the relevant proprietary notices and terms and conditions. All trademarks, service marks, company names,                  
slogans or logos are the property of their respective holders. Any use by you of these marks, names, slogans and logos may                      
constitute an infringement of the holders' rights. 

 
No Advice 
5. The contents of this site have been prepared solely for information purposes and Rainmaker Partners’ communications                
are only directed at professional clients and eligible counterparties. They are not directed at any other person. Products and/or                   
services mentioned on the website are not available to the members of the general public. In addition, no information on this site                      
constitutes investment, tax, legal or any other advice and nothing on this site is intended to constitute an invitation or                    
inducement to engage in investment activity in any jurisdiction. 

 
Rainmaker Partners does not provide investment or financial advice and nothing on this website should be viewed as financial                   
or investment advice. Rainmaker Partners is not a regulated entity. Rainmaker Partners may refer professional clients and                 
eligible counterparties to Independent Financial Advisors regulated and authorised by the FCA or other high level jurisdictional                 
Authorities to provide investment advice that is specific to each investor’s own circumstances. Professional clients and eligible                 
counterparties are encouraged to undertake their own due diligence before committing to any investment. Professional clients                
and eligible counterparties should carry out their own checks by inspection, appointed legal or financial professional or                 
otherwise. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and, if you invest, you may not get                         
back your original investment. You should be aware that the value of an investment can go down as well as up, and no                       
guarantees as to future performance, income or capital growth are given expressly or by implication. Prices of individual assets                   
may fall as well as rise and any potential investors should make themselves aware of the associated risks of individual markets,                     
fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates, and their own personal tax and tax relief circumstances. 

 
Access in Non-UK Jurisdictions 
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6. Rainmaker Partners does not represent that any materials on this site are appropriate for use, or permitted by local laws,                    
in all jurisdictions or by all investors. Those accessing the site do so of their own initiative and are responsible for compliance                      
with applicable local laws and regulations. In particular, the site is not directed at any person resident in any jurisdiction where,                     
under local law or regulation, the publication or availability of this site is prohibited. Persons to whom such restrictions apply                    
must not access this site. 
 
No Representation or Warranty 
7. The information on this site is published in good faith but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by                     
Rainmaker Partners or by any of its partners, employees, associates or advisors as to its accuracy or completeness and it should                     
not be relied on as such. 

 
By proceeding, you agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Rainmaker Partners and its officers, partners, employees and                  
agents from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses, or expenses, including legal fees and costs, arising out of                     
or in any way connected with your access to or use of this website. You agree to the exclusion of any liability in respect of any                          
errors or omissions contained in the information in this site. In no event will Rainmaker Partners or any person within                    
Rainmaker Partners be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages arising out of any use of                     
the information contained on this site, or on any other linked site, including, without limitation, any lost profits, business                   
interruption, loss of programs or data on your equipment, or otherwise, even if Rainmaker Partners is expressly advised of the                    
possibility or likelihood of such damages. 

 
External Sites 
8. This site contains certain links that may give you access to external websites and websites of organisations that are not                    
regulated under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Rainmaker Partners has not examined any of these websites                   
and does not assume responsibility for their contents or for the goods, services and products that they offer. These links are for                      
your convenience and you access these at your own risk. 

 
Governing Law 
9. These terms and conditions are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and Wales. 

 
Privacy Statement 
1. Rainmaker Partners respects the privacy of online visitors to this site and recognises the importance of protecting your                  
personal information that you may provide to Rainmaker Partners. This statement sets out Rainmaker Partners’ policy and                 
principles regarding the use of information you provide when visiting this site. 

 
2. Rainmaker Partners is committed to following policies that protect your privacy and meet data protection laws and                 
regulations regarding personal data. Personal data is obtained by Rainmaker Partners for specified and lawful purposes and will                  
be processed fairly and lawfully. 

 
3. Rainmaker Partners will not share personal information, provided by you, with third parties other than for the purposes                  
of providing you with feedback on technical support or customer service enquiries. Where a third party is used for these                    
specified reasons, such third party vendors have agreed to maintain the confidentiality and security of information Rainmaker                 
Partners shares with them. 

 
4. When using the site you may be directed to other sites that are beyond Rainmaker Partners’ control and there are links                     
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to other sites outside our service. Rainmaker Partners is not responsible for and accepts no liability in relation to these sites and                      
you should read the private policy statement of any new site you visit. 

 
5. This site may use cookies, or similar text files or programs, (“Cookies”) when you visit parts of the website. These will                     
help you to access and navigate the site. It will also allow Rainmaker Partners to record certain information about you when you                      
use the site, including details of your domain name, IP address, operating system and browser. This in turn will help Rainmaker                     
Partners to understand your use of this site and enable the monitoring and improvement of the site. If you would prefer to block                       
these Cookies please refer to the instructions or help service on your internet browser. 

 
6. If you have any questions, complaints or comments regarding this site, including this privacy policy please contact us                  
by email at info@rainmaker.partners. 
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